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tion for the person of Burgevine, alive or dead, he
showed that his conception of the business of warfare
had not been greatly modified from the Oriental model
by reason of his intercourse with British officers. Of
political strategy and foresight he had good store ;
but his military tactics were almost as primitive and
rudimentary as those of his eminent colleague Chang
Chih-tung,1 dating back to the days of the Ming
dynasty, of bows and arrows, intimidation by loud
shouting, and the wearing of fierce masks. In his
conduct of the campaign against the Nienfei rebels
(1866-67) fortune favoured him again ; for these out-
laws, who had defeated Seng Ko-lin-sin in 1865, and
defied the efforts of Tseng Kuo-fan to disperse them
in Shansi and Hupei, were in reality an offshoot of
the Taiping insurrection, and after the restoration of
order on the Yangtsze they disintegrated and became
dwindling bands of wandering marauders. Yet even
in dealing with these rebel bands Li's ideas of strategy
led him always to avoid direct attacks and pitched
battles ; his method was to draw a cordon of troops
round a disaffected area and, by stopping supplies,
to cc drive the Nienfei into the sea." This, being
interpreted, generally meant driving them into adjoin-
ing provinces, whose authorities then became liable
for their suppression, or for the payment of funds
(to Li) for that purpose. But the despatches in which
Li described the strenuous ardours of his campaigns,
the strength of the enemy, and his financial necessities,
were justly regarded by Chinese scholars as models
of their kind and proof of his fitness to command an
army.
1 Who solemnly advised the Throne that the best way to defeat the
Japanese would be to dig pits or traps in the sand at their landing places.

